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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0208898A1] 1. Speed governor for fuel injection pumps, particularly distributor injection pumps, having at least one governor lever (9,
14) pivotable about a governor lever axis (10) to adjust the fuel injection quantity injected per injection pump piston stroke, having a force which is a
function of the speed, which engages the governor lever (9) at least indirectly and which counteracts the force of a governor spring arrangement (15)
which is coupled to the governor lever (14) on the hand and which is actively associated with an adjustable first bracing part on the other hand, and
having an auxiliary governor spring (26, 26') coupled to the governor lever (14), which is fastened to an adjustable second bracing part (27, 27', 39)
along a line which is located in a plane which is penetrated at right angles by the governor lever axis (10), by which second bracing part the angular
position of the axis of the auxiliary spring to its coupling point (32) is variable, characterized in that the second bracing part (27, 39) is slidable by
an adjustable bolt (29, 48) along the line which has the form of a straight line located parallel somewhat to an initial position of the governor lever
(9, 14), the bolt (29, 48) being rotatable and exhibiting a hooking point (34) located eccentrically to the axis (35) of the bolt for the auxiliary governor
spring (36), or that the second bracing part is a sliding piece (39) which exhibits on one long side (43) a tooth system (35) which is engaged by an
end of the bolt (48) provided with a pinion (46).
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